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Abstract: By this approach we have tried to recover, as possible, the history of some
foreign entrepreneurs (Serbian, Armenian, Macedonian and Bulgarian) who activated in
Craiova throughout the XIXth century and the first half of the XXth. We have chosen to point
out their economic interests, topics we have met sometimes in documents, statistics and
papers, and whom we consider necessary because they may outline the profile on an entire
community. For some of the foreigners who came and remained in Craiova, and which we
have been able to identify, until now, the information notifies the locality from where they
came, the place of birth, along with their previous occupation.
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Throughout the XIXth century and the first half on the XXth, have made
space, between the craftsmen and merchants from Craiova, few ethnical minorities
which naturally integrated among the native people and left their mark on cultural
and economic development of the town. The role they played (either they were
from Craiova, or Bulgarian1, Serbian2, Macedonian, Yugoslavs, Macedo-Romanian,
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1
The Bulgarians emigrated to the North of the Danube at the end of the XVIIIth century and
the beginning of the XIXth to escape the repression of the Ottoman authorities. In most cases, The
Bulgarians from Oltenia are called Serbians, which means it was made a confusion between the two
ethnicities (Serbian and Bulgarian) due to their Slavic origin, in Elena-Camelia Zabava, Antroponimia în
comunităţile bulgăreşti ortodoxe din România, in “Români majoritari/Români minoritari: interferenţe şi
coabitări lingvistice, literare şi etnologice”, Iaşi, Alfa Publishing House, 2007, pp. 419–420.
2
Known as Serbians, in Oltenia unto the first half of the XXth century were integrated in most cases
the ones from the South of the Danube-The Bulgarians, Serbians, Macedonians, Armenians, MeglenoRomanians – who appeared as merchants and handymen from Oriental companies. “It is undeniable, from
historical point of view, that many Macedonian families [Macedo-Romanian n.n.], since the end of the
XVII the century have passed to Ardeal and our Oltenia to settle and to trade. A significant part from these
families established in Craiova since the beginning of the XVIIIth century and they are still maintained
through their descendants. Originated from Macedonia, or Vlaho-Clisura, or Meglena or other Romanian
„C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopşor” – YEARBOOK/ANUARUL, vol. XX, 2019, pp. 93–99
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Armenian, Jew3 etc.) in our economic history, the news related to the beginning of
the local industry, and also the subsequent development, increase the importance
for studying some topics less debated so far and nevertheless, for the role they
played in the economic life of Craiova the foreigners settled here during the XIXth
and the XXth centuries.
According to a statistics since 15th August 1832, in Craiova there were
registered among others “Sarpi (Serbians), Greeks, Bulgarians and Armenians”4,
“75 Bulgarian and Serbian families”5. In 1898, in The Great Romanian Geography
Dictionary, in front of the Bulgarian community there is no. 678, in the case of the
Serbian community, no. 4806, there were 280 Greeks, and the Armenians weren’t
mentioned. Out of a craftsmen statistics from Romania, published in 1901 we
discover that in the town there were “1.703 Christian foreigners” (the statistics
doesn’t mention their ethnicities)7. At the general census of population from 1930,
in the town there were registered according to their native language: 216 SerbianCroatian-Slovenian, 163 Greeks, 99 Bulgarians and 99 Armenians8.
Serbian merchants – as N. Iorga noticed – are met in Craiova, after 1800, and
among them, the well-known historian mentioned Marcu Xenovici, Vasile Pavlovici,
Gheorghe Castrici, Mihale Alexievici, Mihalovici9 etc. Among the remarkable merchants
of Craiova since the beginning of the XIXth century, George Mil. Demetrescu
mentioned the merchants with Serbian names: Vela Pavlovici, Hagi Mladen Stoianovici,
Vasile Pavlovici, Sara Ivanovici, Ion Minovici and Nicolae Radovici10.
villages, they were seen by people from Craiova,as foreigners; their names and folk costumes, similarly
with the Serbian naturally entitled the inhabitants to take into consideration these Armenians (Cuto-Vlahi,
Macedonians) as Serbians”, in George Mil. Demetrescu, Din trecutul Craiovei. Mahalaua Sârbilor
(Mahalaua Sf. Ion), in “Arhivele Olteniei”, Old Series, VII year, no. 35/January-February 1928, pp. 11–12;
The Ethnologist Emil Tircomnicu, folklorist Florenta Simion, Aspecte istorice şi etnologice ale
minorităţilor din Oltenia. Credinţe, obiceiuri şi tradiţii, in Carmen Ionela Banţa (coord.), Minorităţile din
Oltenia. Studii culturale, Târgovişte, Biblioteca Târgovişte Publishing House, 2015, p. 47.
3
For details regarding Jew entrepreneurs from Craiova see: Georgeta Ghionea, Formerly
Jewish Entrepreneurs of Craiova, in Julian Boldea, Dumitru-Mircea Buda, Cornel Sigmirean (Editors),
Mediating Globalisation: Identities in Dialogue, Tîrgu-Mureş, Arhipeleag XXI Press Publishing
House, 2018, pp. 360-364; Idem, The Jewish Community of Craiova. A Brief Economic Presentation,
in the Journal of Romanian Literary Studies, no. 16/2019, Tîrgu Mureş, Arhipeleag XXI Press
Publishing House, pp. 1.494–1.501.
4 ***
Meşteşugari şi neguţători din trecutul Craiovei. Documente (1666-1865), Bucharest, 1957,
pp. 208 and 212 (further on is quoted as Meşteşugari şi neguţători…).
5
Ibidem.
6
George Ioan Lahovari, Marele Dicţionar Geografic al României, Volume II, Bucharest,
1899, p. 740.
7 ***
Industrie. Statistica meseriaşilor din România, in “Revista Economica”, Year III, no. 20/25 May
1901, p. 222.
8
Recensământul general al populaţiei din 1930. Neam, limbă maternă, religie, Volume II, part I,
Bucharest, p. 167.
9
N. Iorga, Istoria comerţului românesc. Epoca mai nouă, Volume II, Bucharest, 1925, p. 108.
10
George Mil.-Demetrescu, Craiova în veacul trecut (începutul sec. al XIX-lea), in “Arhivele
Olteniei”, Old Series, Year III, no. 13/May–June 1924, p. 221.
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In 1842, among the merchants and the craftsmen listed in The Old Company
and The New Company (companies set up by merchants during the ruler Caragea)
in Craiova appeared the following Serbians: “Serbian Marcu the Innkeeper”; Hristea
and Dumitru both tailors; Tenea, Patru and “Radu sin Gheorghe”, shoemakers;
Pencea and Tencul, dyers; Valcea and Raicul, drapers; Puia, Velcea, Camen and
Petcul, furriers; Bunea, belt maker; Nicola, grocer11. The historical context since
the first half of the XIXth century (Bulgaria was Turkish pashalic) entitle us to
think that some ethnical Bulgarian declared themselves Serbians or Romanians, to
get rid of the enrolling into the Turkish army. This clarification was made, because
on the list of Serbian merchants it appears the Camen, the furrier, even though
Camen it is a Bulgarian surname12.
Among the censused merchants and crafts men from Craiova, in 1831, we
found the following Serbians: Barbul sin Maricu “Serbian ot mah. Popa Anghel”,
publican; Ivan sin Gheorghie, “the Serbian ot mah Sf. Spiridon”, matrapraz (traveling
salesman); “Anghel sin Iancul Aposol ot mah. Sf. Ilie”, fisherman; “Gheorghie sin
Dinul the Serbian”, thick furrier; Tudor the Serbian, shoemaker13.
Another proof of the Serbian merchants in Craiova it is given by a document
from 1846, out of which we found out about of Ghioca Carantonovici’s existence,
who requested the opening of “a factory of gun powder”14. Until 1870, in Craiova:
“small or large buildings were built for Serbians or by Serbians” who were
considered experts15.
At the forefront of trading in Craiova, as Gigi Orman noted – there were also
“Clisurenii”16. Macedo-Romanian traders, from Vlaho-Clisura came to Craiova,
into a certain historical context, being seduced by financial reasons. The MacedoRomanian list is long, and among these we borrowed some names found in the
studied papers. Thus on colonials there were taking care of: Nicu al Cota-Bacalu,
Becu-Basa, Petre Saita; traders there were Gheorghe M. Cionea and Costea M.
Cionea; Mihale al Cionea, appears as foremost worker in candles’ craft; Iancu M.
Cionea managed a bakery; Petre Tica, a trader, Petre Cotta, grains’ trader17. The
clisureni list also included: Raicu Nicolau, draper; Stoicea, dyer; Nicola Gancea,
cattle seller; the brothers Iosif and Vanco Lubici18 and also the families Pesica,
Cocu, Tarta, Vaciu, Tasula and “other clisureni families who settled here, taking
care immediately and fervently of trading and agriculture”19. These traders – said
11

Meşteşugari şi neguţători…, pp. 135–147.
Elena-Camelia Zabava, art.cit., în loc. cit., p. 442.
13
Meşteşugari şi neguţători…, pp. 171–191.
14
Ibidem, p. 25.
15
Anastase Georgescu, Craiova. Cercetări istorice, Volume I, Craiova, 1936, p. 103.
16
Gigi Orman, Din trecutul Craiovei. Cartierul Clisurean, in “Arhivele Olteniei”, Old Series,
no. 37–38/ May–August 1928, pp. 216–219.
17
Ibidem, pp. 216–219; Anastasie N. Hâciu, Aromânii. Comerţ, industrie, arte, expansiune,
civilizaţie, Focşani, 1936, pp. 479–480.
18
Gigi Orman, art.cit., in loc. cit., p. 227.
19
Idem, Din trecutul Craiovei. Cartierul Clisurean, in “Arhivele Olteniei”, Old Series, no.
36/March-April 1928, p. 116.
12
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Gigi Orman – succeeded to give Craiova “right from the beginning a big financial
boost, becoming themselves in few years remarkable traders”20.
The first identified Armenian traders appear in a “register of licensed traders
and crafts men of Craiova”, settled in 1831, out of which we find out about
Hagi Carabet Balthasar’s existence, from Sf. Gheorghe Vechi and Hagi Joachim
Iisailov’s outskirts, both lipscani21.
In the first half of the XXth century the information concerning the presence
and the economical status of some foreign crafts men and merchants increased.
Analysing the structure of professions which the foreign entrepreneurs practiced
we started with the information provided by the primary sources. The information
received corroborated with different edited sources, have given us the possibility
to observe the variety of local merchants and craftsmen activities. From the
economical branches that have captivated the attention of the foreign assets (either
Yugoslav, Macedonian, Bulgarian, Armenian, etc.), we mention the most relevant,
namely the type of trading and the address of society. In some cases, for those who
succeeded to be known by the community, we hold information related to the date
and place of birth.
Many traders with Slavonic origins (mostly saying they were Yugoslavian)
are mentioned in the interwar period on the trading routes of Craiova. It is not the
case to introduce each of them, but we could recall few of them, identified by us so
far in the studied sources. Among the Yugoslav traders who developed their
activity on Alexandru Lahovari Street, we mention Dimitrovici Savu (b. 29th of
April 1897, Corbova). At no. 117, he had registered a watchmaker’s, known as
“The Modern Watchmaker’s”. The society began its activity in 192922. At no. 139,
Branco Stefanovici (b. 10th of March 1905, Negotin, Serbia) owned a tailor's shop,
registered at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Craiova, on 24th of
February 193123. On the Toti Sfintii Street activated Eduard Prugovesky’s firm
(b. 19th of May 1896, Bisag-Yugoslavia). At that office, at 18th of April 1931, it
was opened a society having as object of activity: “machine shop, cars and lorries’
licensee and various businesses”24.
In the economical development of the town, the following remarked
themselves as bakers and bakers of cracknels (person who produces and sells
bagels and pies), barkeepers or grocers. Thus, in 1915, Vasile Gheorghe (b. 17th of
April 1876, Maromstea-Macedonia, introduced by licence no. 37.681, from 1916),
have registered a society having the object of activity “bar with all sorts of
liquors”, with the office on Bucovat Street, no. 10725. On the street Madona Dudu
at no. 69, Velcovici D. Cristache (b. 26th of May 1885, Ter-Macedonia), registered
20

Ibidem.
Meşteşugari şi neguţători…, p. 162.
22
The Official Gazette (Monitorul Oficial), no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.702 (further on as Of. G.).
23
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.856.
24
Of. G., no. 128/5 of June 1931, p. 7.193.
25
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.856.
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a “public house”. In 192526 he began his activity. It was also registered a public house
by Vasile Gh. Milea so called Milevici, starting with 5th August 1927, on Buzesti
Street, no. 3127. On Calea Bucureşti at no. 257, Mitanovici B. Ion (b. 5th February 1894),
managed “The Allies’ Cafe and Bakery”28.
Through their business objective, there were remembered by inhabitants also:
Anghelovici Sfetcu (b. 26th of August 1870, Ter-Macedonia), the business objective
“bakery-grocery”, placed on Fratii Golesti Street, no. 77, be began trading, in 191529;
on Dumitru Street, at no. 35, Marcovici E. Dumitru (b. 14th August 1886, Vranestita)
opened in 1919 a “bakery and a pie shop”30; Stoian St. Gheorghe (b. 24th of August
1894, Bitolia, Macedonia-Yugoslavia), registered the same business objective, on
Barbu Catargiu Street, at no. 16, beginning with 192531; Serafin Gheorgheovici
(b. 1900, Cladnic, Bitolia) managed a “Bakery and Pie Shop” on Cuza Voda Street,
at no. 197, starting with 15th September 192732; State Gheorghevici (b. 5th June
1872, Cladnic, Bitolia) the manager of a “bagel store” on Buzesti Street at no. 35,
began his activity on 3rd August 192733.
Separate companies registered at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Craiova in the interwar period, were also held by the following Yugoslavs: Sichel
I. Iosef (b. 6th of March 1882), the object of activity, “wood carving” placed on
Sineasca Street, no. 34, began trading in 191534; Naumcea H. Nicolau, with object
of activity “spirit drinks, grocery, stamps, newsagent's”, the logo “At Two Brothers'”
on Carol Street no. 118, starting with 15th September 192035; Dimitrievici Cristea
(b. 10th December 1870, Portgaritu), developed his activity on Amaradia Street at
no. 55, where he managed a “grocery, odds and ends and colonials” starting with
the year 192536; Velcovici Filip, having the object of activity “colonials and odds
and ends”, on Parului Street on no. 35, be began his activity in 192637; Gheorghe
Stefanovici (b. 11th of August 1890, Negotin) “vegetables grower”, established on
Maresu market, no. 117, started his activity on 18th of May 192638; Marcu Gh. Bey
(b. 5th of July 1875, Blata-Macedonia), “cereals, timber and wood” activated
between on Sf. Apostoli Street, at no. 8, from 1st September 192839; Ghimici K.
26

Of. G., no. 162/16 of July 1931, p. 9.125.
Of. G., no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.699.
28
Of. G., no. 142/23 of July 1931, p. 8.096.
29
Of. G., no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.702.
30
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.852.
31
Of. G., no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.699.
32
Of. G., no. 164/18 of July 1931, p. 9.222.
33
Ibidem.
34
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.856.
35
Of. G., no. 162/16 of July 1931, p. 9.124.
36
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.852.
37
Of. G., no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.702.
38
Of. G., no. 164/18 of July 1931, p. 9.221.
39
Of. G., no. 173/29 of July 1931, p. 9.670.
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Vlastimir (b. 29th December 1904, Korbova-Macedonia), registered a society for
colonials and odds and ends on Alexandru cel Bun Street, at no. 127, since 193140.
Among the merchants from the town registered as Macedonian, at the
Chamber of Trade and Industry, we have identified the following: Gherasie
Avraam (b. September 1865, Monaster, Macedonia), whose society (for bakery,
loaves and bagels) functioned from 9th 1896, on mares Market Street, at no. 10341;
on Calea Bucuresti, at no. 25, Tasie Gheorghe managed a society with double
business objectives: gallantry and manufacture, since 25th of February 191242;
Tasovici D. Naum (b. 13th May 1876, Monaster, Macedonia) was registered with a
commercial firm having a business objective bakery and pie shop, at no. 37 since
192743; Nicolau H. Gheorghe (b. 1878, Macedonia), owned on Calea Bucuresti at
no. 58, since 30th of June 1930, “hotel, pub, spirits and gallantry”44.
The area in which Armenians held supremacy was coffee and tobacco trade
and colonials. At the beginning of the XXth century settled in Craiova, Oschian
Bedros, Melichian (b. 14th of February 1871, Kemah). At no. 71, on Cuza Voda
Street, he owned a place destined for coffee and colonials45. In 1926, he applied for
Romanian citizenship, attaching few documents in which he declared the gave up
foreign citizenship, a licence to start-up trading since 1911, a well-conduct
certificate issued by The Prefecture of Police from Craiova, a declaration of
morality form the frontrunner merchants from Craiova and a receipt for the
expense made in favour of the hospital supported by the Armenian colony in 1916.
Since 1934, he got the Romanian citizenship and simultaneously the name Iancu
Rosman. On Buzesti Street, at no. 11, in Rascruciul Mic appeared the firm of
Melchian brothers, Calust and Nisan. With the logo “At the Silver Cross” and
business objective “coffee and colonials commerce” the society of the two brothers
started its activity in 1921. The same commerce was practiced by Setrac Melchian
(b. 15th of August 1902, Zahari, Armenia) since 1923. With the logo “At Mihai
Bravul” he developed his activity on Barbu Catargiu Street, at no. 446. On Elise
Market, at no.12, since 12 February 1926, Melichian Minas Artiu (b. December
1891, Huruia) he sold “coffee, colonials and other odds and ends”47. Of colonials
were taking care the following Armenians: Azonavorian Aznavar, Unirii Street, no.
27, logo “At Indiana”, since 192548; Ferhat B. Ferhadian (b. 7th July 1899,
Craiova), mares market, no. 34, since 19th May 192649; Dilberian Gazers (b. 28th
40

Ibidem, p. 9.673.
Of. G., no. 176/1 of August 1931, p. 9.806.
42
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8.856.
43
Ibidem, p. 8.855.
44
Ibidem.
45
Of. G., no. 157/10 of July 1931, p. 8851.
46
Of. G., no. 154/7 of July 1931, p. 8.698.
47
Ibidem, p. 8.699.
48
Of. G., no. 162/16 of July 1931, p. 9.125.
49
Of. G., no. 176/1 of August 1931, p. 9.807.
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of May 1903, Eghin), with logo “At Pasa's” Smarten Street, no. 17, started his
activity in 192650; Karakasian Minas (b. 20th of February 1899, Arapchir-Armenia),
the logo “At Voievodul Mihai”, Sf. Apostoli Street, no. 9, since 28th of November
192751; Zaharian A. Eftimia, (b. 1920), Ulise Boldescu Street, no. 2, since 192852;
Kevorkian/ Kevorkijan Mihail (b. 10th of May 1894, Eghin-Armenia), with the logo
“La Moca”, on Carol Boulevard, at no. 17, since 18th of May 193153.
In the first half of the XXth century the Greek capital was directed to the
following activities54: colonials’ trading ( Nicolaidis H. Vasile55, Avram Levy;
Mihail Meniadis56); agents and commission (Panait Mavrico57); stone carving (Gh.
N. Karagheorghe58); leather trade (Nicolae and Ioan P. Carayanis); cafe (Balales
Constantin59, Damianos Dumitru60).
So far, we held little information on Bulgarians’ activity settled in Craiova,
and that may be because in time, they were mistaken with Serbians. Their main
occupations were: farming, viticulture, horticulture, cattle raising, but there were
also handymen, especially bricklayers, houses’ whitewashers. In the interwar
period we have identified in Craiova, Rosanis Haim (b. 15th of September 1878,
Vidin) who registered in 1923 a society for grain commission61. In the town were
also known Damianoff Brothers (Ivan and Nicolae) who practiced “leather trading
and other goods” since 1st of January 190562.
In certain historical periods have arrived to Craiova officials of some national
minorities. Being successful entrepreneurs, Yugoslavians, Macedonians, Armenians,
Bulgarians have adapted to our community using fresh appreciation of their crafts.
By this message we have tried to present some commercial units, managed by
foreign entrepreneurs who arrived into town. Many of the companies, above
mentioned were radiated between the years of the two large scale conflagration or
within the economical crisis (1929-1933) as a consequence of cancelling the unity
at the trader’s initiative or bankruptcy. To all of these added the nationalisation
from 1948 that ended the private trade network from the town.
50

Of. G., no. 137/17 of June 1931, p. 7.757.
Of. G., no. 154/7 of June 1931, p. 8.701.
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Of. G., no. 127/4 of June 1931, p. 7.144.
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Of. G., no. 123/30 of May 1931, p. 6.975.
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See more in Georgeta Ghionea, Greek entrepreneurs in former Oltenia, în Iulian Boldea,
Cornel Sigmirean (Editors) Identities and Dialogue in the Era of Globalization, Tîrgu Mureş,
Arhipelag XXI Press Publishing House, 2019, pp. 378–383.
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Ibidem.
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